Below is a list of all the ways we’re aware of to listen to THAT 70’s CHANNEL®

We are on many internet station servers. You’ll find the BEST quality at LIVE365 or TuneIn, but if there’s a technology YOU are using that isn’t on the list, please let us know!

<<< CLICK TO LISTEN

PC & INTERNET STREAM
Click the play button (triangle icon) at the top of the Home Page

SMARTPHONES & TABLETS
Just search the Apple Store or Google Play Store for the LIVE365 or TuneIn app. THAT 70’s CHANNEL is on the first screen on the LIVE365 app. Search for THAT 70’s CHANNEL if you are using the TuneIn app.

This is the most feature-rich experience in comparison to all other streaming technology.
AMAZON ALEXA
To enable our skill say, “Alexa Enable skill That 70’s Channel”
Then use anytime by saying, “Alexa Play That 70’s Channel”

GOOGLE HOME
Say, “Play That 70’s Channel on TuneIn”

SONOS SMART SPEAKER
Sonos can be linked to your Amazon Alexa app, or you can find using the Sonos app. Using TuneIn, search for “That 70’s Channel”

BLUETOOTH DEVICES
Just connect your mobile device to any Bluetooth speaker while streaming.
ROKU

Install the TuneIn app on your Roku, then search for “That 70’s Channel”

SMART TV’S

All of the major Smart TV operating systems have the TuneIn app available. Install the app on your Smart TV, then search for “That 70’s Channel”

XBOX

Install the TuneIn app on your device, then search for “That 70’s Channel”

PLAYSTATION

Install the TuneIn app on your device, then search for “That 70’s Channel”